
Freezer Web Access Quick Start Guide



When logging in for the first time, login name and password for the 

default administrator login are both admin. 
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You are redirected to the Batches tab after logging in. 
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Freezer Web Access supports multiple independent data sets, 

sites. To switch between sites, press the site name link in the top 

left corner. Switch to the Demo Site. 
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The Batches tab serves as the starting point for the Freezer Web 

Access system. The Batches tab allows you to view a list of 

batches that have been entered into the system or correct the 

details of an existing batch. 
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A list of batches and samples can be filtered by criteria on the top 

of the Batches grid. 
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Select the batch to view a list of all samples registered to any batch 

in the system. The program displays three grids of active and 

shipped vials, and a batch shipping activity grid. 
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The Freezer Web Access system tracks the lineage of samples, 

particularly frozen cells. Type a batch in the Track cell line lineage 

field. 
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Select a batch, in the navigation bar and press the Tree button. 

The system opens lineage tree window with parent-child batch 

relationships. 
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Freezer Web Access allows you to attach Word documents, Excel, PDF, 

images, and text files to the batches, shipments and samples. Select a batch, 

in the batches navigation bar press Documents button and upload a file 

for this batch. 
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Automatic alerts allow you to manage stock supplies, contain all information 

necessary to locate the batch with the number of vials less than preset 

threshold. Select a batch, in the batches navigation bar press Alerts 

button. 
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In Select Vials grid select a sample, in the navigation bar press 

Show Box button. The system opens Container Layout window, 

select a vial to navigate to the freezer. 
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You are redirected to the Freezers tab. In Select Container section 

open a room, navigate freezers, open a rack and a box.  
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In Select Container section, navigate freezers using container 

layout. Filled spaces have dark blue color and empty spaces have 

light blue color, select filled space. 
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In the Container Layout section select a vial with the mouse click. 

The system opens Sample Information window. You can select another 
vial, Sample Information window is updated. Move or resize Sample 
Information window to let you view different vials as you select vials with 
the mouse. 
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Close the Sample Information window. Move a mouse over a vial. 

The system opens a popup window. 
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To switch Container Layout to the information view press Display 

vial information in the well link. 
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To switch Container Layout back, to the image view press Display 

image in the well link. 
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Open the Batches tab, select a batch. In Select Vials grid select a 
sample, in the navigation bar press View Sample button. The system 
opens Sample Information window. Press Left and Right buttons to 
navigate samples. 
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In Select Vials grid select a sample, in the navigation bar press Edit 

Sample button. The system opens Edit Sample window. 
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Open the Search tab. Freezer Web Access tracks the locations of 

all samples so that anyone in the lab can easily find a needed 

sample, even if the person that created the sample left the lab 

years ago. 
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The user can narrow down a selection by adding search criteria 

from the text fields and pop-up menu. Batch, Project and Catalog 

Number fields provide autocomplete suggestions. 
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The user can save similar searches under a specific name and 

easily reload these search parameters at a later time. 
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In Type Barcode field (top right corner of the screen) type a 

barcode or some term. The system searches all the fields of all the 

entries and returns the results. Select a sample from pop-up menu.  
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The system opens Sample Type view window with sample 

information. Press Show Box button to open Container Layout 

window, select a vial to navigate to the freezer. 
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The Freezer Web Access system allows to submit requests and to send email 

notifications to specific shipping personnel. The shipping personnel are 

dependent on the selected destinations. The system allows to initiate a batch 

by adding samples; create all expected samples for a Project without locations 

and export the barcodes for printing. 
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Automatic notifications and alerts allow to deliver a message to a 

recipient. The system displays notifications and alerts at the top of 

the screen at a given time. 
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Calendar feature allows to view a list of notifications and alerts that 
have been added into the system and navigate batches and freezer 
boxes. Open the Calendar tab. Use calendar buttons to switch 
month, week or day view and previous or next button for moving 
the calendar back and forward one month, week or day. 
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Select Statistics tab, you may need to press More tab button to 

open more tabs. Administrators and managers can use this feature 

to create vials usage line charts for different sites. 
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With Freezer Web Access a user can record and manage collection kit 

information - volume to be used in the kit, vial volume and measurement 

units, threshold value, expiration date. Open the Kits tab. To add a new 

collection kit press Add Kit button in the navigation bar.  
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Open the Search tab. Fill out search criteria, in the Shipping field 

select Not Shipped, and press Search button. Select a vial, and in 

the navigation bar press Update Vial information button. The 

system opens Collection Kit window. 
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Select a kit, fill out Volume to be used in the Kit field, fill out Vial 

Information section: Volume, Units, Threshold and Expiration date 

fields. Press Save Changes button. To edit vial information open 

Collection Kit window again. A user can add vials to a kit from 

Search, Batches and Freezers tabs. 
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Open the Search tab. To show expired vials or vials that have 

volume less than threshold value check Show expired vials check 

box and press the Search button. The system filters expired vials 

and vials that have volume less than threshold value. 
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Open the Kits tab, select a collection kit and press Take Collection 

Kit button at the bottom of the screen. The system opens Take 

Collection Kit window with vial information and volume to be used 

in the kit. Press Take Kit button. The System checks the available 

volume and expiration date, and reduces the vial volume. 
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Select the Dashboard link at the top of the screen. FWA Dashboard 
displays inventory turnover and sample value metrics. Select a box or a 
plate and select a vial with the mouse click. The system opens Sample 
information, Sample shipping activity and Sample modification history 
tables. 
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Open Data summarization. The Data summarization function is to 

turn a data set into a summary table with a drag and drop UI to 

allow a user to manipulate this summary table, turning it into a pivot 

table.  
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For more information please read Freezer Web Access User Guide 

 (Help link, upper right corner). 
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